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Britsch: Church Beginnings in China

church beginnings in china
R LANIER BRITSCH

on august

28 and 29 1852 a special conference of the
church was called by president brigham young this meeting
called specifically for the purpose of sending out 108 mission-

aries was an extra meeting in the yearly schedule of church
conferences nine of the 108 missionaries chosen were to go
to india at calcutta four were to go to siam and four were
yo to china the four men chosen to fill missions
selected to bgo

china were hosea stout james lewis walter thompson
and chapman duncan the conference was held early so that
the missionaries could reach their fields with greater ease before winter although this was primarily a missionary conferto

ence it is remembered today because it was this conference on
august 29 1852 that the church officially announced the doc-

trine of plural marriage 1
it will be remembered that great salt lake city as it was
then called had been founded in the summer of 1847 and a
mere five years had passed since that time yet hosea stout
accepted his call with these words 1 I feel well pleased with
the mission allotted rne
me and feel in the name of my master
to fill it to the honor and glory of god 2
the next two months found the potential missionaries busy
in preparation all of the missionaries met several times with
the leaders of the church and were given instructions and
strengthened in their testimonies they also discussed problems
that had to do with their missions and made several decisions
among them to travel in wagons and each group to carry its
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own food bedding and equipment on october 16 the misslon
sion
sionaries
arles
aries were set apart and given blessings they reported
that the spirit of the lord was strongly felt on this day and on
the next few days to follow many blessings were given to
the brethren by the presiding authorities of the church 3
the group that left salt lake valley during those days of
late october consisted of thirty eight missionaries called to
calcutta india siam the sandwich islands china and ausPeteetnot creek payson
tralia all of the groups gathered at peteetnot
utah on october 24 and organized the camp hosea stout was
made captain nathanial vary jones chaplain burr frost serand amos milton musser clerk of the
of
aeant
the
aernt
guard
geant
0
company As they renewed their journey they followed a route
which lay roughly over the present US highway 91 they traveled by the iron mines near cedar city utah through mountain meadows which a few years later was to be the scene of
the infamous massacre and on down the steep gully to santa
clara creek for sixteen miles the company bumped down the
santa clara on a road amazingly rough and sandy 4 they
moved ever westward on november 12 they were joined by
a group of emigrants going to california to dig gold the
next three days they followed the rio virgin and then began
the ascent to the top of mormon mesa they were a full day
oetting
getting the fourteen wagons up the last steep incline with
twenty men on the lead and four horses behind them with
two men to roll the hind wheels A slight accident might
precipitate wagons and animals into the abyss on either side
of the backbone on which part of the ascent was made
three cheers were given as the last wagon reached the summit of the precipice in
in safety 35

ahead of them now lay the fifty two mile stretch to las vegas
it was during this period of the trip that N V jones became
very ill he did not respond to any of the usual remedies or the
blessing of the elders and it was necessary for the company to
lay over for a couple of days at las vegas in hope of his recovery in two days he improved enough for the group to resume movement three days after leaving las vegas the
company reached cajon pass because the men and animals
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were so exhausted their food was gone and snow had begun
to fall it was a task to make it across the mountain but by
pushing on they were able to get to san bernardino in the
evening of december 3 1852
the elders were happy to see once again a well organized
community of saints san bernardino was a thriving community surrounded by many acres of rich and fertile farm land
the people of san bernardino were very kind to them and took
them into their homes fed them and gave them every comfort
they could afford as well as giving money to the missionaries
for twelve days the group rested and wrote letters home they
also sold their wagons horses and mules and all else that was
not needed for the journey that lay ahead on december 17
the company moved on toward los angeles and san pedro
where they would embark for san francisco and thence to their
various fields of labor
the group stayed a night in los angeles where they were
shocked by the way the lower element lived then moved on
to san pedro where they arrived on the twenty second and
waited for passage to san francisco on december 29 fares
17.60
50 less than the
17 60 a person a full 5750
3750
were arranged at 1760
37
1760
37.50
3750
usual fares on steam packets and the brig fremont sailed for
san francisco on the thirtieth with all but two of the misslon
sion
sionaries
aries
arles aboard musser and several others were able to work
on board to help defray expenses for even at such low fares
the cost for the group was around 700 8
the elders landed in san francisco on january 9 1853 0
their next problem was raising funds to pay for their passage
to the various missions the approximate costs for transportation to the different missions were listed as follows
australian mission
1250
calcutta
1800
sandwich islands
1000
china
1000
siam
1200
G

total

56.25010
5625010
625010
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in consultation with the san francisco branch of the church
it was decided that because of especially high demands made
recently on the church it would be well if the missionaries
tried to solicit funds from outside the membership so for three
weeks the elders attempted to collect funds but were able to
gather only 150 from non members the remainder of the
needed money was donated by T S williams who gave 500
and john M horner a wealthy member who donated the
1
difference which must have been between 5000 and 6000 11
although the major portion of the missionaries was in
san francisco two of the china bound elders had remained in
san pedro hosea stout one of the men lingered to look for
a horse that he had lost and later made the trip to san
francisco on board a different ship the sea bird which arrived there january 13 1853 walter thompson another of the
hong kong bound elders did not go on to san francisco because of illness he had been sick on the trip to san bernardino and on to san pedro and because he did not improve he
subsequently returned home to the salt lake valley 12 immediately upon stout s arrival in san francisco he made contact
widi
with the rest of the company who had arrived a few days
earlier they had rented a house which served as headquarters
until their departures to their various destinations
on january 22 the missionaries received their passports
from washington and were free to secure passage hopefully
on the first ship leaving for china however it took the elders
a long time to arrange for passage to china in fact it was only
after the failure of two different ships to sail that a successful
contract was made finally when the docks were almost empty
passage was found at a cost of 80 per person to hong kong
they left san francisco on march 9 and their voyage to hong
kong lasted forty seven days the bark hoorn dropped anchor
on what the missionaries recorded as the twenty seventh of
april although this date was actually the twenty eighth because
they had passed the international dateline
the missionaries had seen chinese junks for several days
and found the atmosphere quite exciting even before they
landed hosea stout recorded their reception in hong kong
as follows
ibid see also andrew jensen
deseret book company 1899 p 47
12sto
stout
ut hosea stout p 165
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we had

scarcely dropped anchor before the deck was covered
sic
with chinees
chineis hicl
sicl men and women as well as professional
whites who were seeking for an opportunity to make a drive
on the green horns while the china men were seeking employment and the women were soliciting our washing patronage while others came forward to bargain off their professional sex to the crew and all whom it concerned at the lowest
possible rates which seemed on board to range at about one
dollar each the custom far exceeding the patronage even
at that reduced rate and 1I was informed by those who said
they knew by experience that in the city such services could
be procured for from ten to twenty cents we staid sic
on board 13

the

following day elders duncan and stout went ashore
and spent the morning walking about the city they became
acquainted with a mr emeny a ship chandler who gave a
great amount of information concerning the city and offered to
rent them one of his rooms they accepted the offer establishing temporary quarters and for the next few days sought information concerning conditions in the city and also looked
for someone who will be willing to hear the message we have
to this nation but as yet we find none 14 discouraged because
the cost of rent was too high they had been able to secure
nothing for less than about thirty dollars a month each stout
felt that they had reached their darkest hour fortunately within a day or two after this depressing experience the elders had
befriended a landlord by the name of dudell mr dudell
after listening to the purposes of the missionaries offered free
rent for three months greatly encouraging the three preachers
on may 5 1853 the missionaries moved into their own
apartment located at canton bazaar they had an excellent
suit of rooms on the third story of the building the men hired
a chinese servant at six dollars and fifty cents per month
who does all the duties of cook market man and chamber
maid 15 apparently they were a little embarrassed to have a
servant for hosea stout wrote the following apolog
apologyy
1

z-

such is the force of custom here that it is far cheaper to
employ one than to do without for we can not purchase in
the markets if you do you will be cheated in both weight
and measure and shaved in your change
on the mormon frontier
ed
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ffont ren
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on the evening of may

6 after spending most of the day

indoors because of the oppressive heat the elders held their
first preaching meeting five methodist soldiers who were living in the same building met nightly to study the scriptures
together and to build one another s faith since their minister
cormons to teach them
was away to canton they invited the mormons
this they did and apparently the message was well received
two days later another meeting was held in which two
additional investigators were present stout felt that elder
duncan did a good job of preaching he wrote elder duncan
preached and quite boldly declared our principles and by the
way gave the sects a tolerably sever sic turn whether or
not our methodist friends could see that their religion was deat1171t
clared false I1 do not know
on may 11 the first contact was made with chinese people
to whom it should be remembered these missionaries had been
sent the first two chinese to investigate were a pair of curious christians one was a local tailor the other was a product
of the london missionary society who had spent eight years
in england
evaland and was well educated although it looked promisenaland
ing nothing came of the meetings between the missionaries
and their chinese friends
didn t seem to
the elders had little encouragement they dian
have any contacts or even an approach that permitted them to
make any headway they did experience a momentary lift in
their spirits when they met the acting editor of the china mail
a local paper this man treated the elders kindly and suggested that it would be wise if they would hold their meetings
on the green promising not only to attend but also to publish the times of the meetings free of charge 18
on saturday may 14 the elders took an announcement to
the china mail to the effect that they would hold a meeting
on the next monday at 5 0 clock pm but it had to be cancelled
because of a rather heavy rainstorm the next day they placed
notices in two newspapers announcing a meeting on the parade
ground on wednesday may 18 at 500 pm the weather permitting this meeting was held as scheduled stout stated in his
diary that
there were about 100 citizens and as many soldiers present
elder lewis spoke on the first principles of the gospel
ibid p 478
ibid p 479
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showing also the difference between our religion and the
sects of the day he delivered a powerful discourse handling
the sects quite uncerimoniously
sic19
unceremoniously sicj19

interest seemed to be manifest and stout said that he felt
that the ice of superstition is broken and a good work will
follow meetings were subsequently held on may 19 and 20
at the latter meeting there were about thirty citizens and 200
soldiers moving in and out of the group in swarms although stout thought duncan was in his usual good form he
noticed a change of attitude and wrote
it

is amusing to see how nice and reserved the people act
with an assumed modesty of a ticklish coquette wanting to
talk but not be seen 20

the

cause of this change turned out to be the spreading of
the news in articles that appeared in three newspapers that the
mormons were polygamists
cormons
mr dixon one of the newspaper editors gave the elders
some theater tickets while there they had an experience that
merits recording
A few persians some of whom were at our last lecture
were there one of them came to me and introducing himself enquired when we would have another lecture I1 in
informed him it would be next monday he then spoke to the
rest of his country men in their own language after which
he said to me that he was telling them that we were the men
who lectured and that we believed in having more than one
wife and they desired to know more about it we never had
ed today
mentioned the subject but it has been humbuged
humbug
through the city in consequence of what came out in the
and today the persians have been informed on
papers
the subject by those who are opposed to us which has had
the effect to make them believe we are correct 21

stout closed his diary that day by saying that he was not very
well entertained at the theater
days drag
drao
dragged
g ed on and little was accomplished the
elders spent a large percentage of their time indoors because
the weather was too hot and often very rainy most of the
contacts recorded in stout s diary were meetings with various
newspaper editors the editors seem to have been reasonable
men but that did not keep them from
froni printing derogatory

the
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articles that upset the missionaries on may 31 1853 such an
article appeared in the hong kong register with regard to
that article stout wrote

this morning s no

of the hong kong register has a
long article showing the necessity of having the mormon
ites indicted for blasphemy and set to picking oakum
and kept on bread and water but the editor replies that
his prescriptions savors too much of the dark ages and
bings and recommends for the people to let
days of thunk
thunkbings
us alone 22

their last meeting

on the parade ground or green as it
was called was held on may 31 preaching to a group of
about fifty persons the missionaries felt that they did a good
job of proving various contending religions wrong but the
crowd did not ask a single question and left almost immediately future meetings were attempted but the weather caused
problems the elders tried to find ways to enter people s
homes to preach to them but this also proved to be futile
on june 7 stout wrote that he felt that he and his companions
had done all that god or man could require of them
thern in hong
0
kong he said we have preached publicly and privately as
long as anyone would hear and often tried when no one would
hear on june 9 stout recorded that they decided that their
2
labors in that place should be discontinued 21
stout was disturbed not only by the fact that they were not
able to find interested listeners but also by the fact that they
could not even find overt opposition he found that
no one will give heed to what we say neither does anyone
manifest any opposition or interest but treats us with the
utmost civility conversing freely on all subjects except the
pure principles of the gospel when we approach that they
have universally in the most polite manner declined by saying that they did not wish to hear anything on that subject
for they are willing to extend the mantle of charity over all
christian believers and ourselves among the rest not doubting that we were good men and all would be right with all 24

the same
the rose of

day the elders went on board an english ship
Sh avron
sharron
atton and arranged cabin passage to san
francisco the cost being fifty dollars each excluding board
22
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for the next two weeks they were busy clearing up their few
affairs selling their furniture and preparing for their voyage
back to america they bought the necessary supplies to keep
themselves fed and sailed for san francisco on june 22 1853
the mission to china cannot be assessed other than a complete failure and the missionaries were as well aware of this
as any later observer available sources reveal that while in
china the elders were quite well appraised of the situations
as they existed in the country however before arriving in
china they were not very well informed concerning the conditions they would meet there
A serious problem was that of their arrival in hong kong
at a climatically poor time of year hong kong is in tropical
china and lies only 22 degrees north latitude from the equator
there is a long wet summer with excessive humidity and high
temperatures from mid april until mid october during these
months the rains are very heavy varying from six to twelve
inches a month the missionaries arrived in hong kong during
this most oppressive period and elder stout made frequent
reference in his diary to the excessive rains 25 he also mentioned
the heat a number of different times many entries state that
the gospel teachers were forced to stay indoors all or most of
the time because the heat and humidity were too great to work
outside the enthusiasm of the elders was greatly dulled by the
climate
the missionaries realized many of the reasons for their
failure two letters are available that reveal the depth of the
elders understanding of the situation in which they were
working the first of these letters dated may 16 1853 was
sent to president brigham young and is very revealing in that
it contains information concerning the T ai ping rebellion the
general cultural situation and problems relating to the chinese
language the second one also to brigham young was written
august 23 1853 from san francisco after the elders had returned there
probably the greatest disappointment the elders faced was
that there were so few europeans in hong kong according
were around 250 european civilians in
to their count there vere
are thirteen different entries concerning the rains most of them
come during the latter part of may and throughout june in most cases the
were mentioned because they caused cancellation of scheduled meetings
rains nvere
and appointments

there
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hong kong plus between one and two thousand soldiers
stout wrote concerning this problem
a people situated differently from others we
have seen and less likely to receive the gospel there are
no common or middle class inhabitants here there are few

here we find

whites and these are merchants traders all deeply engrossed
in business 212

be
when stout wrote his second letter from san francisco he

nabors of the
stated that the europeans were the would be nabobs
world
and further noted that

this

class we found almost unapproachable

on account of
their wealth and popularity and look with contempt upon
all who are not of the same grade with themselves also a
few lawyers doctors and a small sprinkling of missionaries
also of the upper circles luxuriating upon the proceeds of
the cent societies at home and the miseries of the people
in that region 27

after the first and seemingly easiest approach of teaching
the gospel to the europeans had been closed the next alternative was to turn to the native chinese unfortunately not many
chinese knew english and the elders knew no chinese this
problem ultimately came down to one of money for it would
have cost 5000
30.00 a month for a language teacher furthermore
3000
most of the chinese who knew english worked either for the
government or for missionaries of other faiths the elders
seem to have had a fair understanding of the magnitude of the
problem for stout wrote the following
china

is divided into many provinces each province having
a different dialect not understood by the others their written language is uniform and understood by all having dif-

ferent sounds to the same character but the same meaning
their words are monosyllables and are represented by complex characters except in compound words which have a
character for each syllable there are different meanings to
the same sound distinguished by intonations of the voice
as in music these are divided into nasal gut
teral liquid
gutteral
lutteral
long and short sounds which are blended together and comm
making the language very difficult
pounded ad fhiitum
infinitum
to learn and utterly impossible without a teacher these are
2281
the general principles so far as I1 can understand them 21
as

170 71
2sstout
tout hosea stout ap
pp 17071
deseret news dec 22 1853
stout hosea stout p 172
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stout is not correct on all of the details and intricacies of the
language but it is clear that he had a good idea of the problems of learning the language although the elders knew that
they had to learn the language if they were to teach the gospel
in china they did not know how to accomplish this task in
addition to the language problem they found the variations in
the class structure among the chinese to be a problem
within six weeks of their arrival in hong kong the elders
realized that they were not going to succeed to the general
observer it may not be clear why they did not turn to another
port or go inland the answer is that the mainland of china
was at this time seized in a great revolution the T ai ping
rebellion this partially religiously motivated uprising had
started in july 1851 it lasted until 1864 and the mormon
elders arrived in china in april 1853 the time of some of the
greatest successes of the rebel army during one period or another the movement engulfed a great portion of china and
allegedly a total of twenty million people died in its battles
and the resulting famines 2
the report that stout rendered concerning the rebellion is
significant enough to warrant a long quotation
311
211

concerning the rebellion in china the present reigning
10 dynasty usurped the government about 270 years
30
tartar30
Tartar
ago 31 since that time the nation has been ruled by these
tyrants they require the subject peoples to shave their heads
and wear tails in token of submission 32 they impose many
other customs and requirements repugnant to the conquered
Kwangsi the founder
movement first emerged in the province of kwangsi
and his chief collaborators were hakkas
1864
18141864
hung hsiu ch uan 1814
haikas that
is members of a distinct linguistic group descended from north chinese
migrants hung was not only a mystic but was also a frustrated scholar who
had failed more than once in the canton civil service examinations he had
a religious experience that convinced him that he was actually a messiah a
concept he picked up from christianity just two months before the elders
arrived in hong kong the T ai pings had captured nanking the number two
city of the empl
re
empire
empi
actually called the manchu dynasty or ching dynasty it was common
manchus as tartars
at the time of stout s writing to refer to the danchus
Tar tars
dartars
the date of the establishment of the ching dynasty was 1636 the man
abaham the son of
who is given credit for establishing this new dynasty was abahai
nurhachi the architect of the manchu movement stout s date is off fifty three
years
this was the requirement of wearing a queue or long braid the
pings refused to do this and wore long hair thus the title longhair was
manchus made a number of exactions of this nature upon the
given them the danchus
chinese people they did not wish to become part of the chinese culture
their fear was that if they lost their identity they would be absorbed and thus
lose their position of power

the

tai
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the

leader of the rebellion against the tartars
dartars is a descendent of the deposed royal family 33 and shows possibilities
of defeating the tartars
Tar tars he declares himself directly comdartars
missioned by heaven to drive the usurping tartars
dartars out of
the realm he will then proclaim peace and safety to all
chinese as soon as they submit to his rule 34 he gives no
Tar tars putting to death all who fall into his
quarter to tartars
dartars
power he has offered a reward for the head of the mandarins and other tartar rulers the latest news is the rebels
have taken nanking and are preparing to march against peking if successful in taking peking the emperor would if
he escapes seek safety over the big wall while the country
would come under the ancient rulers the rebel has the sympathy of the nation he has established a well regulated government in all the conquered provinces allowed the people
to wear long hair without tails which is considered a good
stroke of policy there are however so many contradictory
rumors afloat that it is difficult to tell what is the true state
of affairs 35

there are

a number of inaccuracies in stout s report but for
the most part he seems to have been well informed he was
aware of the impossibility of traveling elsewhere in china
the voyage home to san francisco was a long one requiring sixty two days the winds were contrary and at times the
ship sat in a doldrum the arrival of the elders in san francisco on august 22 1853 ended the efforts of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints in china until 1949
there is no historical basis for this statement
hung the founder proclaimed his new dynasty to be the heavenly
kingdom of great peace
T ai ping tien kuo thus the name for the rebellion hung took the title of yien
tien wang or heavenly king he actually

considered himself the brother of jesus christ the best study in english
of the religious aspects of the movement is eugene P boardman christian
influence upon the theology of the taiping rebellion madison university
of wisconsin press 1952
stout hosea stout ap
171 72
pp 17172
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